
More of My Stuff:
      ●   The zine I mentioned in my intro re: interfacing
           with homophobia and gender-policing is called 
           “Reflections on Identity & Embodied 
           Queerness”.
      ●   The zine I mented re: textual intimacy (with a
           lot of consent stuff) is called:
           ““‘Sex’ is Not a Thing,” “Textual Intimacy,” 
           and Other Essays on Consent, Friendship, 
           Intimacy & Community”.
      ●   Those zines and others are available online at:
           https://rottenzucchinisfiles.wordpress.com/    
      ●   You can also contact me by e-mail at:
           rotten.zucchinis@gmail.com   

[Please copy and distribute freely in its entirety.]

Conversations
among aces

...because sometimes life under the
asexual umbrella can get a bit ridiculous...

& some disability stuff

Further Reading:

Spoons?! — re: “Spoon Theory” of Chronic Illness:
     ●   https://butyoudontlooksick.com/articles/written-
          by-christine/the-spoon-theory/

Image Credits:

 Photograph of the power-door taken by someone
(ace) in my life, wishing to remain anonymous

 Umbrella image adapted from the umbrella 
image on the online “Merriam Webster 
Dictionary” entry for “umbrella”. 
http://www.merriam-webster.com/assets/ld/   
images/legacy_print_images/umbrella.gif   

 Confused potato image from “Potato Prank”.
http://potatoprank.com/wp-content/uploads/ 
2017/06/Confused-Potato.jp  g

Who? Why? What?
     I'm ace. I'm also a non-binary trans person. I'm also 
autistic and a(n invisibly) chronically ill spoonie. And so 
are a lot of people I interact with routinely. We talk 
about stuff that affects us... from the capitalist hetero /
patriarchy to disability-related violence. (Beyond that, 
I'm a 30-something, hyper-educated, atheistic Jew of the
white person variety... who hangs out a lot with my cat.)

    I take a lot of things literally and I interpret words a 
little differently than others usually do. (And I mishear 
words often, related to some auditory processing  
issues.) I also have a very dry, sardonic humour. I'm often
quite facetious & sometimes flat-out sarcastic (especially
in the face of dehumanisation— when you can either 
laugh or cry... I'm inclined to laugh). Same goes for 
people around me. So things can get pretty ridiculous.

     This zines is a collection of amusing moments from 
conversations I've had with other aces recently-ish, 
along with some of my reflections about them. I also 
reflect on “disability” and (me) “being disabled(ish)”. 

     I don't go into homophobia & gender policing 
absurdities here because I just wrote a whole zine about 
that. And I've been out as asexual so long that all the 
non-sense people spew denying or rejecting asexuality 
just isn't even worth joking about anymore... This is the 
other stuff that amused me. I hope it amuses you too.

-- Omnes et Nihil

?

March, 2018
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[Cover image: a confused potato and a question mark
both under an umbrella with ace pride flag colours]

“Demonic Masculinity”

 me: [critical commentary] blah blah… hegemonic 
masculinity… blah blah

 several people:… “demonic” masculinity?

 someone else: I heard both “demonic” and 
“hegemonic” so I was picturing them both

 everyone: Well that seems fitting!

     So then we had a discussion about how hegemonic 
masculinity can be described metaphorically in terms of 
demons... and it was amusing. 
     But seriously, overthrowing patriarchy actually 
requires a lot more than a simple exorcism.

     At the same time, it's worth noting that demons have
been blamed for all sorts things that women especially 
have done that don't fit social expectations— with some 
notorious instances being the trial of Joan of Arc and 
the Salem witch trials...  Blaming (women's) gender 
non-conforming behaviour on demons is actually 
something that has been done in the service of 
patriarchy for a very long time. Blaming hegemonic 
masculinity on demons isn't going to help...

Endnotes:

[1]  Biological essentialism basially boils down to the
idea that “biology is destiny”. Specifially (in the 
context of gender), it says that there's something 
“essential” (i.e.,  fundamental or intrinsitc, etc.) to 
being male (which is declared equivalent to being a 
man) and also something “essential” to being female 
(which is declared equivalent to being a woman), and
that this “essential” stuff is written into biology.
      In contast, social constructionism basically says 
that (regardless of what might be encoded in genes), 
society determines what it means to be “male” or 
“female” or a “man” or “woman”. What is considered
“manly” or “womanly” or “masculine” or “feminine” 
changes over time and differs by society, etc.

[2]  Gender nihilism begins with recognising that the 
entire system of gender is a system of violence, and 
because of that, strives to overthrow it and get rid of 
it entirely. However, eliminating / overthrowing the 
entire gender system doesn't necessarily mean geting 
rid of the diversity of self-expression currently 
associated with gender. And gender nihilism can't 
come to fruition under patriarchy— though some view
it as an approach to overthrowing patriarchy. 
      Many gender nihilists are trans, and I am very 
skeptical of any gender nihilist who isn't some vareity 
fo trans and/or non-binary, etc...



     And all those ways that I and others are actively 
disabled are forms of structural and systemic violence.

     But beyond that, the social model of disability has its 
limits. I am also actively disabled by my physical 
limitations and by the recovery time I regularly need. 
And while massive social changes would make things 
easier for me, nothing but the return of my health would
ever make me completely no-longer-disabled.

     For me, being chronically ill means that there's a lot 
of stuff I used to be able to do that I just can't anymore—
or that it takes a lot more time and a lot more effort and
a lot more recovery time, etc. I just don't have the 
spoons to do so many of the things I want to do. That's 
frustrating because those are things I used to be able to 
do, or would have been able to do when I was healthy.

     And even a revolution won't fix that completely. (I'm 
still all for one though. And it would help!)

     I don't generally think of myself as “Disabled”—
because I don't have a physical “disability” & I don't feel 
like I'm (actively) “disabled enough” for my experience 
to count. But I do talk about things with Disabled people 
in my life. Collecting these moments has helped me see 
how I'm actively “disabled” too. And that matters.

     Recognising how people generally are actively 
disabled is anti-violence work— the kind that's always 
ongoing. It's the first stage of actively resisting those 
disabling forces... and eventually overthrowing them. 

Point of Trivia: 
     After this conversation, I learned that there are 
actually some people seriously using the term “demonic 
masculinity” in the context of some hard-core biological 
essentialism[1] in order to argue that “male violence” is 
“natural” because “human males are genetically 
predisposed to violence” (as apparently evidenced by 
observations of great apes). [I very much do not agree.]
     However, I don't imagine that's how the theorist 
(whom I'm deliberately not naming) expected people to 
learn about his theory. So, in the words of my favourite 
early 2000s fictional science-nerd lesbian witch— who 
has actually performed exorcisms: “irony's kind of ironic 
that way”...

Disabled... not really by the “disability”
     In these conversations, we said “disabled” vs. 
“person with disability” on purpose, because that's how 
my counterparts and I experience these things. Same 
with “autistic” vs. “person with autism”. I don't carry my
autism around in a messenger bag. And it's not an evil 
brain slug that latched onto me. Being autistic is part of 
who I am. And it's part of the diversity of how human 
minds and brains are “wired”: neurodiversity is a thing.

     “Disabled” communicates that “disability” is such a 
defining, ubiquitous feature of someone's experience. 
Disability's impact is pervasive. It's not just something 
“tacked on” and separate from every other aspect of 
experience. It's something that applies across the board.
[Whereas people who use “person with a disability” are 
generally communicating that the disability is not part of
who they are.]

     “Disabled” also communicates how so much of the 
“disability” is actively imposed: it's something that is 
done to people. It's a verb and an adjective, rather than 
a noun. Within the social model of disability, disability is 
understood to be a by-product of a society that is 
structured in exclusive and inaccessible ways. The 
“disability” exists somewhere in the interplay between 
the person and society. The world can be structured 
differently so that it's not actively disabling people— 
even if different people might need different and 
sometimes-conflicting things.

Schrödinger’s gay! 
(or is “gay” a “marital status” now?)

Several aces discussing an actual medical form that 
offered 3 options for “in case of emergency” medical 
decision-making:

 if single: [list name]
 if married: [list name]
 if gay: [list name]

 person 1: so apparently if you’re gay, you can’t be 
*either* single or married?

 person 2: maybe if you’re gay then you’re *both* 
single and married?

 person 3: maybe you’re single and/or married and 
nobody knows which?

 persons 1 & 2 simultaneously: Schrödinger’s gay!



Did you say “text” or “sex”?
(...because in my ace world, that isn't

necessarily clear from context)

Conversation between two very different aces on a 
rather loud subway train...

 someone else: … and what’s so unusual with her is 
how extremely comfortable I am with [-]ex[-]ual
intimacy

 me: It’s loud. I heard “textual intimacy” but I don’t 
know if that’s what you actually said.

 someone else [laughing]: I’m not talking about 
feeling incredibly comfortable sharing my texts.

     Funny story... so for me, textual intimacy is actually 
very much a thing. But that was the moment when I 
realised that it's pretty much just a me   thing. Having 
said that, the conversation inspired me to write about 
textual intimacy but it turned out there was a lot I had 
to explain before what I had to say would make any 
sense. 

     So I ended up with a whole zine about that— which 
turned out to involve a lot of stuff about consent...

     Also, people's prejudice, discrimination and violence 
against disabled folks (and the systematic 
dehumanisation that goes with that) actively work to 
disable people. Dis/ableism is actively dis-able-ing.

     I'm not “physically disabled” in any conventional 
sense. I'm chronically ill with serious fatigue issues 
(among other things). And so, I am actively disabled by 
the inappropriate expectations people impose on me 
because I “look healthy”— expectations which demand 
that I regularly exceed my limits and which fault me for 
the harm “I do to myself” when I do.

     I'm actively disabled because while I can just about 
always manage to do just about anything— by moving 
proverbial spoons around— I can't always do everything...
or even anything. Everything has to come from 
somewhere, and when I borrow spoons from later, I pay 
the price, with “interest”. My “resources” are much 
lower than most people's. And I am actively disabled by 
people not understanding that. 

     I am also actively disabled because of how the world 
is structured which makes things more difficult for me 
than they might be otherwise... in terms of things like 
sensory overload and communication styles. I am actively
disabled by capitalist standards of “success” where a 
person's value depends on their “productivity”. (And like 
everyone, I'm actively impaired by the ways that basic 
necessities of life— like food and shelter— are 
commodified for profit.)

Point of Trivia: 
     Ervin Schrödinger actually seems very much to have
been not gay. In addition to being well-known for 
affairs with many women over his lifetime, he, his 
wife and another woman partner all lived together, co-
parenting a child. 
     This other woman was actually married to a 
colleague (who was apparently cool with this), but the 
professional community wasn't so cool with their 
family structure. He lost out on jobs because of it (or 
more accurately because of their discrimination 
against him for it). Later he also fathered children 
with 2 other women.

So if everyone were to become disabled,
then capitalism would just collapse?

Someone looking for a new wheelchair for themselves, 
bemoaning how all the chairs are modelled by people 
who don’t actually use / need them:

 person 1: … and the company website says they don’t 
use models who actually use wheelchairs 
because they want to “protect the dignity of 
wheelchair users”

 me:          How would it be undignified to have 
wheelchair users model the wheelchairs? And 
wouldn’t that mean it’s degrading for the non-
disabled models too?

 person 1: no, because they pay them.

 me:          Can’t they pay disabled models? It’s not like
there aren’t any professional models who are 
disabled, use wheelchairs and would want the 
work.

 person 1: They can’t do that. Disabled people [we] 
can’t use money.

 me:          Oh, so the only thing we’d need to do to 
end capitalism would be to make everyone 
disabled? I didn’t realise it would be so easy.



Point of Trivia: 
     Power doors often have on/off switches, and they 
frequently get turned off when they should be on... so 
have a look (up!), and turn them on if you can! 

[close-up photo of the power-door mechanism above the
door, with an on/switch on the side facing the viewer]

So that's where 
babies come from?!

End capitalism by
making everyone

disabled!

Point of Trivia: 
     In Canada “inability to have sex” is grounds to 
annul a marriage. The exception is that if partners 
had specified before they got married that the 
marrige would be sexless, then marriages are legally 
binding without sex. (Because while marriages have 
to be able to be “consummated” and by default, 
apparetly, “consummation” is “sex”... even the legal 
system recognises that are other options.)
     [As far as I'm concerned, sex should never be 
assumed or required, not even for marriage. That's 
inconsistent with a consent culture, but so is 
marriage generally. Having said that, I'm really not 
into having the state regulate personal relationships, 
so I'd rather get rid of marriage all together...]
     At the same time, a sexless marriage is not 
accepted as legitimate for immigration purposes. If 
someone without Canadian citizenship marries 
someone with it and then applies for Landed 
Immigrant status, the couple has to prove that they 
are (romantically and) sexually involved, in order to 
“prove” that they aren't committing “immigration 
fraud”. Couples can be asked for detailed information
about their sex lives (subject to immigration officers' 
approval!). Of course, not everyone will be asked... 
and that tends to fall along lines of race and class. 
     But there's also the issue of why “legitimacy” to 
be in a place can or should ever be granted— on the 
basis of marriage or anything else... it shouldn't be.



Gender makes babies!

 person1: “when i was little i was told that ‘gender’ 
was the more polite way to say ‘sex’.”

 person2: “So are married couples supposed to have 
‘gender’?”

 person1: “they have gender, then they have a baby! 
well, i guess a lot of people who have babies 
have gender.”

     It seems not having a gender is great birth control!
That's an awesome argument for gender nihilism[2]...
[Note: agender & ungendered folks can have babies.]

     Seriously though, while there often are social 
expectations for romantic partners to have sex... at 
least eventually, there shouldn't be. “Sex” is not the 
“price” exchanged for partnership or commitment.

     Nobody can ever “owe” anyone sex. (Conversely, 
there's nothing anyone can do that will make them 
unrapable.) The commodification of sex and any 
sense of entitlement to sexually access someone by 
virtue of being romantically involved with them... are
powerful pillars of rape culture. They need to fall. 

Wheelchair-users can't use phones!

 person 1: i figured i’d probably be able to get into a 
wheelchair accessible office with my walker, 
though you never know what they mean by 
“wheelchair accessible”. they don’t always have
power doors or large enough washrooms to be 
able to fit in.
      but when i asked for a wheelchair accessible
location they assumed i was calling for someone
else and kept asking me for the name of “the 
patient”.

 me:          Because people who use wheelchairs can’t 
use phones?

 person 1: [*dead-pan facetiously*] i know when i was
using a wheelchair i couldn’t use a phone.

     And from the assumptions people have made when 
I've called looking for autism-related things, I also have 
to conclude that apparently autistic folks can't use 
phones either? I mean, there are certainly some autistic 
folks who have difficulty using phones (or who just 
can't). But also, many of us *can* use phones (like me!). 
And people who “serve” autistic folks should know that.

One ace (who is very much not having any kind of sex) 
telling another ace about a doctor’s appointment...

 person 1: i told her there was no possible way that i 
could be pregnant. it’s completely impossible. 
and finally she was like, 'okay i believe you but
i still legally have to give you a pregnancy 
test'.
         … and then later she asked if i had a 
pregnancy plan and i said i really don’t think 
there’s any way i could get pregnant. then she 
said “well, there are other options— there are 
ways to get pregnant without having any male 
body parts enter your body!” and i was like, 
oh, you mean do i *want* to get pregnant?! 
no, no!

 person 2: *Any* male body part? I guess it doesn’t 
matter which one and it doesn’t even have to 
belong to a cis man.

 person 1: yeah, some guy’s going to stick his finger 
up my nose

 person 2: So that’s where babies come from!

     Awkward confusion ensues when doctors avoid using 
accurate terminology... This actually reminds me of 
people insisting that “any sexual act (between any 2 
people) could cause pregnancy” while arguing against 
sex ed. (Not that nose-finger contact is a sexual act.)

So here's the thing about aces and sex...

     Aces are diverse. First, there's the whole asexual 
spectrum— asexuality, grey-asexuality, demisexuality, 
etc. And all sorts of romantic orientation diversity: some 
who are aromantic (like me!), some who are 
romantically inclined, some in the grey-zone including 
demiromantics, and some people for whom the whole 
romantic orientation thing is just ¯\_(ツ)_/¯  or n/a, etc.

     And people come to identify as ace (i.e., as as 
somewhere on the asexual spectrum) for various reasons.
The classic definition is about experiencing little or no 
sexual attraction. But there are political reasons why 
that was placed front and centre: back when the asexual
community was new, that functioned to be inclusive— 
things have changed. There are and have always been 
people under the ace umbrella who are there because of 
how they relate (or don't) to sexual desire, sexual 
relationships & actually having sex. A lot of aces are ace 
because they want nothing to do with sex (personally).

     Aces are diverse in terms of how they relate to sex— 
most are about evenly split between sex-indifferent and 
some variety of sex-averse, but a handful are actively 
into having sex (e.g., for non-sexual-attraction reasons— 
and obviously, subject to consent!). And there are a lot 
of reasons why people might want to have sex. So, 
aceness isn't about not having sex... except when it's 
about   not   having sex (which is actually pretty often).
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